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how shall we sing the lords song in a strange land psalm 1374

in 1966 leonard J arrington claimed that the details of
mormon history and culture can be studied in human or naturalistic
terms indeed must be so studied and without thus rejecting
the churchschurche origin and work 1 1 he explored neither the assump-
tions nor consequences of histories done in naturalistic terms
though he noted that the topic warrants a full essay 2 the purpose
of this essay is to subject some of the assumptions and consequences
of histories produced in naturalistic terms to scrutiny 3 in keeping
with the theme of this issue of BYU studies I1 shall limit my dis-
cussion to one aspect of mormon history the so called environ-
mental explanation of the book of mormon 4

environmental explanations of the book of mormonmonnon provide
a good starting point for clarifying the logic and implications of
naturalistic explanations because of the way their controlling

categories and assumptions are exploited environmental expla-
nations are often constructed to replace or compete with joseph
smiths own explanation of the origin and content of the book of
mormon some quarters of the so called new mormon history
have popularized the environmental explanation suggesting that
joseph smith wrote the book ofmormon by weaving into it various
aspects ofhis immediate social and cultural environment 5 As might
be expected there are major disagreements on detail among those
espousing such explanations but the basic components of the
argument including the logic and even the language or rhetoric are
not affected by such differences

historical explanations seem to rest on background assump-
tions that within certain limits mark the boundaries and establish
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the logic of the explanation frequently these background assump-
tions instead of being made or understood explicitly are built into
the language and structure of the argument hence in order to begin
to unpack the assumptions built into an explanation and thereby
begin to clarify their logical and rhetorical function careful atten-
tion must be given to the language used to frame the argument the
structure of the argument itself and the relationship of the language
to the structure

some of the language used to frame naturalistic assumptions
appeared in the 1930s and 1940s within the circle associated with
dale morgan and fawn M brodie the materials exchanged by
morgan and brodie and such associates as bernard devoto juanita
brooks and madeline reeder mcquown contain interesting clues
to the assumptions at work behind their naturalistic explanations

the ideology embedded in the use of naturalistic terms and
assumptions was articulated by dale morgan at least as early as
1943 when he referred to fawn brodie as a naturalistic biogra-
pher in 1945 he set forth the ideology behind that language in his
comments on brodies biography ofjoseph smith no man knows
my history 6 that ideology determined the sort of explanations the
brodie morgan circle fashioned to which they assigned high ex-
planatoryplanatory power prior to the publication of the materials assembled
by B H roberts 7 the most comprehensive and coherent and cer-
tainly the most popular and well known naturalistic explanation of
the book of mormonmonnon was found in no man knows my history 8

morgan assisted brodie with her work by supplying primary source
materials and then by criticizing and polishing her manuscript 9

morgan also reviewed the book defended brodie from critics and
maintained an extensive correspondence with her 10 while they
differed on some points of interpretation they shared a similar
naturalistic outlook and framework of interpretation

after the publication of bernard devotosdevotusdeVotosvetos review of no man
knows my history the case of the prophet joseph smith
morgan wrote to devoto to contest several items 11 in the course of
that exchange morgan described without apparent opposition
from devoto the horizon from which they understood the book of
mormon as naturalistic 12 in a letter to juanita brooks written
only five days earlier also addressing issues raised by no man
knows my history morgan articulated at least some of the as-
sumptions that constituted what he called his naturalistic point of
view claiming that the fundamental choices one made on the
restored gospel and especially on the foundation experiences were
rooted in an acceptance or rejection of god 13 he justified his re-
jection of divine things including god angels and anything
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remotely miraculous on what might be understood as epistemo-
logical and ontological grounds it all boils down finally to that old
philosophical conundrum what is truth there is no absolute or
final definition of truth it has emotional values for some people
intellectual values for others our confusions are consequent in
some degree upon the fact that people try to square their emotional
truths with the intellect while their intellectual truths they try to
invest with emotional meanings 14

building upon what may be described as a radical historicisthistorichistoricismist
understanding of truth morgan went on to describe his epistemo-
logical concernsconcerns1515 you may hear someone a returned mission-
ary in the pulpit say pronounce a judgment like this 1 I know that
god lives I1 know that joseph was a prophet of god I1 know that the
gospel is true and will be the salvation of mankind you cannot
challenge that knowledge you cant bring any logic to bear against
it he knows what he knows and there is nothing more that can be
said 16 hence from within a framework of historical objectivism
morgan provided an argument for rejecting emotional truths
which he connected with what mormonscormons accept as divine revela-
tions in favor of intellectual truths which have something to do
with or are in some way connected to logic and reason

morgan then explored some ofthe consequences ofhis positipolitipositionon

we have my attitude which I1 believe is substantially fawns I1 feel
absolutely no necessity to postulate the existence of god as expla-
nation of anything whatever to me god exists only as a force in
human conduct consequent upon the hypothecation of such a being
by man essentially my views are atheist but I1 call myself an
agnostic because I1 regard professing atheists as being as much
deluded as professing theiststheisatheiststs the one says 1I know there isnt a
god the other 1I know that there is and I1 find the proof lacking
in either case thus when I1 formulate my views I1 say that I1 have no
personal belief in god and see no necessity for the existence of such
a being 17

without hiding what might be described as his positivist
assumptions morgan articulated the basis of his naturalistic point
of view that provided the horizon from which he and brodie
fashioned environmental explanations of the book of mormon
with my point of view on god I1 am incapable of accepting the

claims of joseph smith and the mormonscormonsMormons be they however so
convincing if god does not exist how can joseph smiths story
have any possible validity I1 will look everywhere for explanations
except to the ONE explanation that is the position of the church 18

in another letter morgan described the naturalistic approach to
mormonmonnon things as including a disbelief in the concept of god he
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labeled this approach objective and unbiased although he
recognized that it appeared to be a bias from the point of view of
the believer however he claimed as a practical historian one
must take the standpoint that causes and effects proceed directly out
ofhuman behavior that mens difficulties are occasioned by human
inadequacy not by any special favor or disfavor granted to indi-
viduals by god morgan understood this to be the point of view
of the sociologist the psychologist the political economic and
social historian 19 thus morgans disposition towards naturalistic
categories and assumptions was based upon a fundamental decision
or dogmatic opinion about deity against which he would allow
nothing to count and which he regarded as necessnecessaryary for the
objective unbiased historian

in his 15 december letter to juanita brooks morgan de-
scribed what he liked to call the great divide that necessarily
separates believers and unbelieversbelieversun on the issue of the authenticity
of the book of mormon

fawn has clarified my thinking on the question of whether joseph
was indeed a conscious fraud and imposter I1 was half disposed to
accept a median point ofview where mormon and non mormon may
almost meet the mormon may consent to the idea that the plates
were only apparently real that joseph gained access to them through
a series of visions as a concession from the original mormon
contention that the plates could be felt and hefted and the non
mormon may conceive of joseph as a victim of delusions a dreamy
mystic so to speak but when you get at the hard core of the situation
the book of mormon as an objective fact there isnt any middle
ground it becomes as simple a matter as the mormonscormons and anti
mormonscormons originally said it was either joseph was all he claimed to
be or during the period at least of the writing of the book of mormon
he was a conscious fraud and imposter 20

morgan thought that fawns theory of the sources and origins of
the book of mormon the one most reasonable in light of the
available facts and also held that there may be good reason to
think that fawn has actually hit upon the truth of the matter 21

morgans own explanation of the book ofmormon though he
left it sketchy and fragmentary was consistent with his naturalistic
point of view 22 he saw the production of the book of mormon as
11a culmination of rather than abreak with josephs highly flavored
past joseph smith understood by morgan as a magician engaged
in unabashed hocus pocus and sustained sleight of hand perfor-
mance through the next eighteen months while writing the
book of mormon the book itself evolved naturally from the
circumstances ofjoseph smiths growing up the world he lived in
his interests and needs 23 joseph floated upon the seas of his time
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picking up all sorts of ideas floating in the social vacuum of his
time 24 morgan thought that the parallels between the book he
joseph eventually published and a popular historicoreligioushistorico religious

treatise of this decade ethan smiths view of the hebrews are too
striking to pass without comment view of the hebrews he
claimed reads almost like a manual of instruction for intending
prophets seers revelatorsrevelatory and translators although the book of
mormon mirrored only josephs milieu it also quite uncon-
sciouslyscious ly mirrored his mind 1525112525 morgans explanation is thus not
only environmental that is product of culture it is also genu-
inely naturalistic appealing to social science concepts ofmagic and
culture and to some vague notion of the unconscious drawn from the
popular understanding of the psychology of his period

pieced together morgans argument has something like the
following fonnformvonn since there is no final definition of truth that is
since the truth of statements is dependent upon individual subjec-
tive values and is hence transient and since there is no god or at
least no naturalistic way to adequately determine his existence
the proof is lacking for either his existence or nonexistence

joseph could not have produced the book of mormon in the way he
claimed therefore the book ofmormon is not authentic history and
must be a conscious deception one must look to josephs environ-
ment to discover how and why he produced the book of mormon

throughout the course ofmorgans argument his naturalistic
assumptions including assumptions provided by the horizon of
historical objectivism and historicism through which he viewed the
world provide the foundations and determine the conclusions
the way in which the story of the book of mormon is told through
naturalistic terms or in some other way will be first a reflection of
the conscious assumptions of the teller and second a reflection of
the categories employed to fashion the explanation since ac-
cording to morgan the book of mormon could not be an authentic
ancient history of gods dealings with his people morgan thought
it necessary to fashion environmental or psychological explana-
tions to account for the books origin those explanations in their
tumturn or at least the categories and assumptions used to fashion those
explanations will make judgments about deity and the funda-
mental constitution of man and his relationship to divine things

fundamentally morgans argument begs the question of the
authenticity of the book ofmormon his conclusion represents only
a more subtle version of his premises since the question of the
existence of god is one of the questions opened up by the very
existence and content of the book of mormon and since the
mediation of gods and angels in human things is an integral part of
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joseph smiths story morgan begs the question of the authenticity
of the book of mormon with his premise that god does not exist
but the question begging goes well beyond morgans explicit
personal expression of unbelief extending to the categories and
assumptions the categories of the sociologist the psychologist
the political economic and social historian that he employed in
explaining the book ofmormon 26 morgan fashioned his story and
employed the categories and assumptions of the social and behav-
ioral sciences in such a way that joseph smith could be neither
sincere nor the bearer of authentic messages of the gods for
example his appeal to the unconscious contains hidden assump-
tions about deity and his product of culture explanation of the
book of mormon is expressly structured to exclude what he called
the ONE explanation that is the position of the church

given the close connection between brodie and morgan and
considering that morgan was never able to finish his manuscript
careful attention to brodies naturalistic environmental explanation
of the book of mormon and the assumptions upon which it rests
seems warranted in order to discover some of the ways in which
naturalistic assumptions affect both the choice of explanatory
categories and the rhetorical structure of the argument brodie
articulated her controlling assumptions at various times and in
various places in 1967 while considering changes in no man
knows my history for the second edition she told monsignor
jerome stoffel that she rejected the supernatural aspects of the
christian story 27 in a 1975 interview she admitted that she was
convinced before I1 ever began writing the book that joseph smith

was not a true prophet 112828 although she thought belief necessarily
involved a corrupting bias that colors selections omissions
and point of view she apparently did not think unbelief or
disbelief involved similar biases 29 disbelief from her perspective
provided the biographer the necessary intellectual detachment to
write a really fair biography 30

like morgan brodies environmental explanation of the
origin and content of the book of mormon is also entwined with a
psychological account of the motivations of its author neither
brodie nor morgan was content with simply identifying a list of
supposed nineteenth century sources for the book of mormon
both thought a psychological account of its author necessary for an
adequate explanation ordinary new york farm boys did not
produce long and complicated religious histories only joseph
smith did that sort of thing whatever else he may have been joseph
was an obvious exception to the rule
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although brodie found it easy enough to deride its style she
thought the sources of the book of mormon absolutely american

an obscure compound of folklore moral platitude mysticism
and millennialism 31 she fashioned her naturalistic explanation so
that the books matter is drawn directly from the american
frontier from the impassioned revivalist sermons the popular
fallacies about indian origin and the current political crusades
the book she thought was best explained by josephs respon-
sivenesssiveness to the provincial opinions of his times 32 according to
brodie it may have been view odtheoftheof the hebrews that gave joseph
smith the idea ofwriting an indian history in the first place in fact
ethan smiths theory of the origin of the indian mounds was

exactly the same as that which formed the heart of the book of
mormon story 33 referring directly to B H robertss parallel
to which she had access she went on to detail the striking
parallelisms between the two books that in her view hardly leave
a case for mere coincidence 34

although brodie saw view of the hebrews as the basic
source for the book of mormon she claimed that joseph also
borrowed from his own family traditions vigorously attacked

the catholic church in response to the influx of catholics brought
by the erie canal borrowed stories from the bible inserted
bald parallels of masonic oaths attempted to settle the religious

conflicts that were splitting the churches in the 1820s and threw
in calvinism and arminianism when it suited him 35

in her 1971 supplement to no man knows my history
while not repudiating her earlier theory brodie began to explore
the extent to which the book of mormon provides clues to

joseph smiths inner conflicts by then she thought she could see
joseph smiths own inner conflict in the fratricidal strife

described in the book of mormon the book of mormon
provides tantalizing clues to the conflicts raging within joseph
smith including his unconscious fantasies of guilt and fear 36

by this time she had explicitly placed joseph in a psychological
category he was an imposter and his literary productions were
a result of that imposture 37

brodie then makes two claims concerning the book of mor-
mon one narrowly psychological the other broadly environmental
but both entirely naturalistic her psychological claim presents
joseph as an extremely complex extremely conflicted personality
and suggests that the book ofmormon like many first novels can be
read to a limited degree as autobiography 38 her environmental thesis
holds that joseph fabricated the book of mormon from the political
and religious currents and the folklore of the american frontier
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the explanatory power ofbrodies theories about the book of
mormon rests upon her fundamental assumptions which involve a
rejection of the supernatural and an embracing of the natural
that in many crucial instances dogmatically excludes deity from the
account in short brodies explanations come down squarely on the
unbelieving side of morgans great divide

the explanations of both morgan and brodie ignore or
compete with what we might call the internal interpretation of the
book of mormon what it says about itself the book contains
categories and assumptions that form the basis for understanding
those inside the story or narrative these understandings make
sometimes obvious sometimes subtle claims upon us as readers
one of the fundamental assumptions of the book of mormon is that
the heavens open from time to time and that god makes his will
known to man both brodie and morgan personally and through
the categories and assumptions they brought to their investigations
of mormon things denied a priori the possibility of what they la-
beled the supernatural and hence dogmatically excluded at least
this one fundamental even crucial assumption of the internal
understanding of the book of mormon in place of the assumptions
and categories found in the book of mormon morgan and brodie
substituted naturalistic ones which are foreign to and which fun-
damentallyda contradict the internal understanding of the book itself
brodies argument therefore represents only a more sophisticated
version of morgans question begging she accepts all of the
assumptions he articulated or at least the most important while for
the most part concealing them within the charming rhetoric and
structure of her argument

much of the work of the so called new mormon history on
the foundation experiences has in some ways been an effort to
separate and distance itself from brodies explanations while at the
same time recognizing no man knows my history as a major
landmark for example robert B flanders declared in 1974 that a
new era dawned with her book claiming that all subsequent
serious studies of early mormonism have necessarily had brodie as
a referent point 39 davis bitton and leonard arlingtonarrington reported
that brodies book quickly established itself to national readers as
the standard biography 40

the writings of marvin S hill provide an interesting case
study of the new mormon historysHistorys ambivalent judgment of
brodie he has devoted considerable attention to her work in-
cluding two review essays on no man knows my history 41 he has
called no man knows my history an immensely important book
a powerful book and asserted that much of her history retains its
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relevance and authenticity he added however that it falls short
of greatness because of fundamental weaknesses which no amount
of patching in a later edition can correct 5142114242 hill has called into
question the details of brodies perspective her objectivity and
her research 43 the explanation of the book of mormon arising
from hills criticism ofofbrodiebrodiebrodle thus differs from hers in both detail
and perspective in this hills work is rather typical of recent
explanations of the book of mormon further reason why it
provides useful example of the explanations typically offered by the
new history 44

hill has described his approach to brodie as an attempt to
consider brodies interpretation onherownon her own seculartermssecular terms that

is from within the horizon of the naturalistic assumptions of the
professional historian with which she worked 45 he differs from
brodie in at least two fundamental ways first he has criticized
sources upon which brodie relies and has demonstrated fundamen-
tal flaws in her treatment of the kirtland period 46 second unlike
brodie he does not think the historian can prove conclusively
one way or the other josephs call to his divine mission 47

attempting to distinguish his own position from that of brodie
who according to hill assumed it was possible to prove on the basis
of his limitations that joseph smith was a fraud and that of orson
pratt who hill claims assumed it was possible to prove on the basis
of his accomplishments that joseph was a prophet hill suggested
that historians should explore the broad promising middle ground
which neither pratt nor brodie fully perceived 7148114848

while hill disputes some of brodies speculations as to the
initial secular nature of the book of mormon he seems close to
accepting some of her views on the cultural conditioning of the
books contents when he insists upon the romantic disposition of
the book of mormonscormonsMormons plot and central characters its negative

calvinistic view of man and its rationalistic arguments for the
existence of god 114949 much like brodie he has also linked the book
of mormon with what he calls joseph smiths magical world
view claiming that there was certainly more continuity between
the money digging religious culture and the early mormon
movement than some historians have recognized for hill the
traditional magician like joseph smith searched for buried
treasure healed the sick interpreted dreams forecast the future and
translated ancient hieroglyphics 50

elaborating the connection between the book ofmormon and
nineteenth century america hill writes theologically the book
of mormon was a mediating text standing between orthodox cal
vinists and emerging arminiansArminians similarly passages which are
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strongly anti universalist suggest once again the calvinistic incli-
nations in the text while others speak against the doctrine of
election mediation rather than arminianism seems evident here
also mediation seems evident in the ambivalent position on the
trinity after examining the stance of the book of mormon in
relation to the theological controversies of joseph smiths day hill
concludes its message appealed to common men with sectarian or
monmoneyey digging backgrounds it was a jeremiad addressed to the
american indians part of the house of israel 51

while hill rejects what he terms brodies sectarian account
of the origins of the book of mormon he also sees joseph smith as
responding to cultural forces suggesting that josephs visions
including those that attended the production of the book of mor-
mon were influenced by the ggreatreat stress initiated by the building of
the erie canal and other potent social cultural and economic
changes citing a discussion by mario de pillis he claims early
mormon visions and dreams brought surcease from emotional and
intellectual stress among those confused and bewildered by ideo-
logical and emotional turmoil in western new york 51521152555252 joseph and
the witnesses saw the plates as a result of their own psychological

and religious needs 53 therefore he says josephs revelations
may not deserve the label of fraud any more than the apostles

testimony of the resurrection of christ 115454 hill adopts a brodie like
evolutionary view of josephs expanding role as prophet suggest-
ing that some things concerning josephs early visions which
may have been looked upon as natural in the early years took on

miraculous time 15551155555555 like othersmore significance as passed joseph
of his time could think his dreams or visions had cosmic signifi-
cance because he did not have the benefits of sigmund freudfreudsfraudss
analysis of dreams 56

although hill apparently agrees with brodie and morgan on
the necessity of professional historians writing history in natural-
istic terms he has proposed an important innovation that may avoid
the question begging that mars the work of brodie and morgan
according to hill historians cannot provide satisfactory answers to
the prophetfraudprophet fraud dichotomy because such questions are simply
beyond the range of historical inquiry 57 hill seems to believe it is
possible for scholars as a methodological matter to suspend
judgments on such questions as the existence of god and the
ultimate authenticity of the boekbook of mormon he writes

the historian has no sources written with the finger of god to prove
that joseph smith was called to his divine mission nor does he have
any human sources to prove conclusively that he was not ones
answers to this cosmic question depend entirely upon the assumpassume
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tionseions he brings to it assumptions about the nature of the world and
mans place in it these rest in the last analysis upon personal
predilection not historical evidence 58

the problem with this methodological suspension of judgment
presumably necessary to recover the past in an objective wayeway is
that it cannot wholly reside in the attitude adopted by the historian
while fashioning an explanation it also includes the implicit as-
sumptions behind the categories and explicit assumptions em-
ployed by the historian if these categories and assumptions actually
suspend judgementjudgement then they are not question begging unfortu-
nately however the models from the social and behavioral sci-
ences from which hill draws social stress theories of revelation
the cultural connections of teachings in the book of mormon with
the calvinism of josephs immediate environment all involve
implicit assumptions about such questions as the existence of
god 5951 for example if visions of angels and plates are psycho-
logical responses to severe social stress then they are not what
joseph smith claimed they were therefore hills version of the
foundation experiences unfortunately suffers from the same sort of
question begging that mars the work of brodie and morgan the
question begging assumptions are obscured by denying the relevance
of the prophetfraudprophet fraud dichotomy claiming that the historian cannot or
ought not makejudgmentsmakejudgments about the authenticity ofjosephsofjosephJosephs s prophetic
call or charismacharismscharisms and appealing to a middle ground that supposedly
gets beyond the old sectarian controversies

there would be little reason to designate recent mormon
history new if there were not something that separated or distin-
guished it from an old mormon history the new mormon history
is new we are now told by one scholar at least in partbecause it adopts
the tools of the social and behavioral sciences and from religious

studies 60 others portray the new professionalization of mormon
history as arising from a dissatisfaction with the narrative and
inspirational histories produced in previous generations this dis-
satisfaction arose because those with graduate training in history
were accustomed to more rigorous standards of documentation
and were interested in different questions questions that seem-
ingly required giving a naturalistic interpretation to certain histori-
cal themes sacred to the memories of latter day saints 61 thus the
new history would seem to appropriate its explanatory categories
and methodological assumptions from what are essentially modem
and secular modes of thought yet for all the history that has been
done under the umbrella of modernity there has been little effort to
uncover the background modes of thought the controlling cat-
egories and assumptions of joseph smith himself or other early
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mormon chronologers and little discussion of the effects that natural
isticcistic interpretations or assumptions might have upon the themes
sacred to the memory of latter day saints or even to the saints
collective memory

an analogy and comparison with the jewish experience of the
wissenschaftWissenschaft des judentumsJudentums and its aftermath may be instructive
for uncovering at least some of the sources or perhaps even some
of the assumptions behind the dissatisfaction described by bitton
and arrington yosef hayim yerushalmi describes the modem
effort to reconstruct the jewish past as beginning at a time that
witnesses a sharp break in the continuity of jewish living and hence
also an ever growing decay of jewish group memorymemory 62 the
jewish group memory perhaps surprisingly continued to decay in
spite of the increasing number and sophistication of jewish fistorihistori
cal writings or perhaps because of them unlike modem historical
inquiry yerushalmi demonstrates the biblical appeal to rememkemem
ber thus has little to do with curiosity about the past not only
is israel under no obligation whatever to remember the entire past
but its principle of selection is unique unto itself it is above all
gods acts of intervention in history and mans responses to them
be they positive or negative that must be recalled 1563116363 in an intro-
duction to the 1989 edition of yerushalmisYerush almis book harold bloom
notes that zakhorbakhorzakhor as a word has a much wider range than re-
membermemberhashas in englishinenglishunenglish since in hebrew to remember is alsotoalsoaiso to act
for this reason the nature of hebrew memory is uniquely selec-
tive about what is recalled calling for a particular kind of acting
rather than for any curiosity about the past therefore the priest
and the prophet become the masters of memory and historians
become unlikely figures 64

the irony of the striking differences between ancient and medi-
eval jewish memory and modem efforts at jewish history is not lost
upon yerushalmi henotes 1I live within the ironic awareness that the
very mode in which I1 delve into the jewish past represents a decisive
break with that past part of the irony lies in the realization that only
in the modem era do we really find for the first time a jewish
historiography divorced from jewish collective memory and in cru-
cial respects thoroughly at odds with it at the same time who
can be expected to step into the breach ifnot the historian Is it not both
his chosen and appointed task to restore the past to us all65 but the
historian trained with modes of thought alien to memory and even
thoroughly at odds with it is according to yerushalmi at least part of
the problem and therefore may be incapable of offering something
approaching a cure the parallel of jewish and mormon memory and
jewish and mormon history cannot be entirely lost upon us
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the new mormon history with its dissatisfaction with
earlier ways and modes of memorializingmemorializing the past not only differs
from some of its own intellectual predecessors in adopting models
drawn from the social and behavioral sciences it also differs from
much older and more venerable histories in fundamental ways for
example one cannot find anything like an appeal to facts in any
scriptural chronicle the scriptural chronicles are written under an
entirely different set of assumptions from those that govern modem
histories the appeal to facts by modem historians is often
symptomatic of positivism or historical objectivism serving as a
vehicle to subtly transform the faith and erode memory 66 much of
the new mormon history is written in such a way as to exclude or
bracket what scripture understands as the mighty acts ofgod these
mighty acts are precisely what are essential for the collective
memory of the saints what yerushalmi calls gods acts of
intervention in history 67

but perhaps the most prominent modernist feature of the new
history and certainly one of the features it emphasizes is its appeal
to naturalistic assumptions such assumptions we are told allow
historians greater sophistication in dealing with the past and are
justified because they provide the saints a more reliable and usable
past but these assumptions have also served to transform both the
content and substance of the foundation experiences 68 from within
the enchantment of naturalistic assumptions leading historians
have called for a radical new understanding of the book of mormon
one divorced from the traditional understanding and thoroughly at
odds with the saints collective memory

from the very beginning the book of mormon has served as
a vessel of memory and identity for the saints it sets them apart
from the world and orients them in gods plan if the book of
mormon is true if it is authentic history brought forth in the last days
for the wise purposes of god then the saints have good reason for
faith and a genuine hope for a trust in god if the book of mormon
is the product of deliberate deception or the sincere psychological
delusion caused by severe stress the saints have no reason for faith
or for hope

NOTES

ileonardjleonard J arlingtonarrington scholarly studies of mormonism in the twentieth century dialogue
A journal ofmormonof mormon thought I11 1966 28 this essay is a modified version of his the secularization
ofmormon history and culture delivered at the western history association 16 october 1965 in which
the statement reads somewhat differently any particular feature of mormon life is fair game for
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objective complete examination they those promoting the mormon history association anddialogueand dialogue
believe that mormon history can be humanized without completely throwing out the dogma of the
immaculateness oftheodtheofthe churchechurchs origin 20 the call for naturalistic historical explanations ofmormonofmormon
things isis not uncommon see for example davis bitton and leonard J arrington cormonsmormons and their
historians salt lake city university ofutahofutah press 19881311988 131 32 lawrence foster new perspectives
on the mormon past sunstone 17 january february 1982451982 45aadreligionandsexualityandreligionand Religion andsexualityand Sexuality theshakersthetre shakers
the mormonscormons and the oneida community urbana university ofillinoisofillinois press 19841984294294 97 and robert
flanders some reflections on the new mormon history dialogue A journal ofmormonof mormon thought 9
spring 1974 34 41

raffington2affingtonamngton scholarly studies of mormonism 28 n 44 arrington reported that at least one
criticcnticantic expressed concern over the possibility of naturalistic histories asking Is it really possible to
humanize all phases ofmormonofmormon history without destroying church doctrines regarding historical eventsevents99
commenting on the manuscript of scholarly studies dale morgan observed more generally I1

would say that what principally troubles me about your essay isis that its more critical comments are
offered anonymously inin your footnotes one isis led to wonder whether one reader isis not truly your
own alter ego merely a literary device for getting over some important points without stirringstifwingfingning up
trouble dale morgan to leonard J arrington 19 november 1965196522 dale morgan microfilm MS
560 bxax 2 fid 10 special collections department university of utah library salt lake city
hereafter cited as morgan microfilm

30therother essays raising questions about the apparent assumptions of certain modem approaches to
mormon history include neal W kramer looking for god inin history the modem critique of
positivism demands reevaluation of the prevailing historiography sunstone 8 january april 1983
15 17DavidE17davidedavid E bohnbonn no higher ground sunstone 8 may june 1983 26 32 and the Bburdenurden
of proof sunstone 1010junejune 1985 2 33louisclouislouls C midgley faith and history inin to be learned
isgoodifIs good if ed robert L millet salt lake city bookcraft 19872191987 219 26 and the question
of faith and history paper delivered at the western history association meeting san antonio
texas 15 october 1981

4theathewhethe term enenvironmentalvironmentalvironmental is borrowed from marvinmarvinsearvinsS hill and richard L bushman seeseemarvmSeeMarmarvinvm
S hill richard L bushman scholar and apologist journal ofmormonof mormon history 11 1984 126
compare richard L bushman joseph smith and the beginnings ofmormonismof Mormonism urbana university of
illinois press 1984 128

5theathethe label new mormon history sometimes refers to nothing more than all the history done
sincesince approximately 1950 of mormon things however it often carries a more specific if narrowly
polemic meaning robert flanders for example describes the new history as a significantly different
understanding of the latter day saint past because of its shift of interest and emphasis from polemics
from attacking or defending assumptions of faith additionally he claims it has provided a new
location where marginal latter day saints who hold some faith assumptions but reject others or who
are attached to mormon societies or social networks but not to the religion per se can share in the
dialogue some reflections on the new mormon history 3440 thomas G alexander describes the
new history as employing techniques derived frornhistoricalfrom historical humanistic social scientific andreligiousand religious
perspectives the new history isis different from its predecessors alexander claims because it pays
more attention to the relationship between mormon and general USU S historiography and insists upon

an understanding ofdevelopmentofdevelopment ratherthanjustrather thanjustthanjust doctrinal exegesis toward the new mormon history
an examination of the literature on the latter day saints inm the far west inin historians and the
american west ed michael P malone lincoln university of nebraska press 1983 344 352 357

ginglnin a letter to brodie on 10 september 1943 morgan wrote 1I think LDS apostle david 0
mckay really was thinking that it would be a hell of a note to be uncle to a naturalistic biographer of the

prophet the rather casual use of such language suggests that the rhetoric was already min place and was
not new or unfamiliar john phillip walker ed dale morgan on early mormonism correspondence and
aanewhistorysaltlakecitynew history S altait lake city signature books 1919864686 46 walkers volume contains a useful collection
of morgans letters however it also omits important letters and letter fragments when a letter or
manuscriptmanuscript isis available inm this volume walker will be the source cited

B H roberts studies odtheoftheofthe book ofmormonofmormon ed brighamdbnghamdBrighamD madsen with a biographical essay
by sterling M mcmuninmcmumnmcmunn urbana university of illinois press 1985

8brodiebbrodiebrodlebrodie had probably seen a copy of robertssrobertas parallel and was dependent upon it when she
fashioned her argument against the authenticity of the book of mormon see fawn M brodie to sterling
M McmcmumnmcmuffinmcduffinMuffin 6 november 1977 fawn M brodie collection MS 360 bxax 8 fid 6 special collections
department university of utah library salt lake city hereafter cited as brodie papers compare no
man knows my history the life of ofjosephjoseph smith the mormon prophet 2dad ed new york alfred A
knopfknopf197147197147

9seeaseesee morgan to brodie 14 14januaryjanuary 194346492719434649194346 492749 27 april 194452 54 and28augustand 28 august 194467-
717 1 in on early mormonism see morgan to brodie thanksgiving day 1943 MS 360 bxax 7 fid 2 12
february 194415february194415 February 1944 lomarchiomarchlomatch 194418june194418 june 194424june194424 june 1944ms 360bx7f1d3and360 axbx 7fld 3 and
3 august 1944 MS 360 bxax 7 fid 4am4min brodie papers see also undated two page criticism of an early
manuscript ofnooanoofno man knows my history titled memo from dale morgan and undated two page letter
to fawn brodie inin brodie papers MS 360 bxax 7 fid 1
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10morgans10morgans reviewreview appeared inin saturday review 24 november 194578194578 A photocopy ofthisorthisof this
reviewreview maybemay be found inm the brodie papers MS 360bx360 axbx 8fld8 fid 9 for the morgan to brodie correspondence
see on early mormonism 92 101 106 115 145 150150d150 150d 154160154 160igo 165

I1 inewyorkheraldtribuneweeklybookreviewnewyorkheraldtnbuneweeklybookreviewl6decembetl94516 december 1945aphotocopyofthisA photocopy of this reviewreview
may be found in the brodie papers MS 360 bxax 8 fid 9

daiedale morgan to bernard devoto 20 december 1945 on early mormonism 93
13consider13 consider again how our individualourindividual points ofviewofvieyofview upon mormomsmmormonism and allaliail religionallreligion are rooted

inin our fundamental viewpoint on god dale morgan to juanita brooks 15 december 1945 on early
mormomsmMormonisl 86 87

14morganorgan to brooks 15 december 1945 on early mormonismmormomsm 86
15thethe words historicismhistoncism and historicisthistoncisthistorichistoricismhistoncistist refer to a cluster ofopinionsofopinions and assumptions articulated

by the so called historical school inin nineteenth century germany A good account exploring some oftheodtheof the
subtleties and exhibiting some of the excesses of historicismhistoncism isis G P gooch history and historians inin
the nineteenth century london longmans green 1952 the word positivism refers to another cluster
of opinions and assumptions more or less articulated inm the nineteenth century an accessible versionversion of
a portion oftheodtheof the positivist position isis sterling M mcmurrinmcmurnn comments on the meaning of immortality
inin inreligionreligionunreligion reason andtruth historical essays inin the philosophy ofofreligionreligion salt lake city university
of utah press 1982 alfred jules ayer language truth and logic new york dover publications
1952 provides a short and useful introduction to modem positivist arguments I1 shall for the most part
borrow Gadamers term historical objectivism to describe the cluster ofpositivistof positivist assumptions used by
many historians seeseehansleehanshansgeorghans georg gadamergademerGadamer truthandmethodandany method ed andandtranstrans garrett barden new york
continuum 1975 192 214 also hermeneutics and historicismHistoncism inin supplement I1 to truth and
method 460 91 the questions surrounding historicismhiston cism and historicalhistoncal objectivism are important for
understanding the current crisis inin mormon historiography see thomas G alexander historiography
and the new mormon history dialogue 1919autumnautumn 1986251986 251949 an approach to the mormon past
dialogue 16 winter 1983 146 48 and substantial important and brilliant dialogue 18 winter
1985 185 87 leonard J arrington reflections on the founding and purpose of the mormon history
association 1965 1983 journal ofmormonof Mormon history 10 1983 91 103 david earl bonnbohn no higher
ground sunstone 8 may june 1983 26 32 and the burden of proof sunstone 10 june 1985
2 33mam M gerald bradford the case forthefor the new mormon history thomasgthomasthomasaG Alexanalexanderderandand his critics
dialogue 21 winter 1988 143 50 lawrence foster bohna fide article sunstone 8 november
december 1983 4 5 klaus hansen jan shipps and the mormon tradition journal of mormon
history 11 1984 135135545 marvin S hill richard L bushman 125 33 and the new mormon
history reassessed inin light of recent books on joseph smith and mormon origins dialogue 21
autumn 1988 115 127 martin E marty two integntiesintegrities an address to the crisis inm mormon

historiography journal ofmormonof mormon history 101019831983 3 1919lomsclouislouls C midgley faith and history inin
to be LearlearnednedIsIs goodiegoodifgood if ed robert L millet salt lake city bookcraft l98721919872191987 219 26 and the

challenge ofhistoricalHistoncal consciousness mormonmonnon history and the encounter with secular Modemodernitymity inin
vol 2 ofbyobby study andalsoandalloandany also by faith essaysessayessey sinin honor ofhughof hughahughwW nibley on the occasion ofhisochisofhis eightieth
birthday 27march27 march 19901990eded johnjohnmM lundquist and stephen D ricks salt lake city deseretdeseretbookcobook co
19905021990 502 51

16morgan16morgan to brooks 15 december 1945 on early mormonism 86 morgan went on to illustrate
his rejection of divine things with a personal story when I1 was eight or ten or so and a regular sunday
school goer inin our ward I1 saw a rather handsome boy four or five years older than I1 named edwin wells
he was then a deacon I1 think he looked to me somehow sanctified and set apart beautiful and holy well
juanita as I1 contemplated him revelation came upon me and I1 knew I1 knew that I1 was seeing there before
me inin the flesh a future president of the church it was a knowledge superior to reason inin short it was of
the very stuff of our missionarysmission arys knowledge above except that for some fifteen years or so I1 have felt a
certain skepticism about the validity of that revelation in his 20 december letter to devoto morgan
related this same story and drew further consequences but remembering that experience and remem-
bering further what it isis like to get struck with a big idea I1 can conceiveconceive that josephs revelations were
honestly arrived at some of them at any rate if not precisely after the fashion his followers may have
believed with no opening of the heavens inin any way involved morgan to devoto 20 december 1945
on early mormonism 98

17morgan17morgan to brooks 15 december 1945 on early mormonism 87
18morgan18morgan to brooks on early mormonismmormomsm 87
19morgan19morgan to S A burgess 26 april 1943 on early mormomsmmormonism 43 the extent of morgans

involvement inin historicismhistoncism and historicalhistoncal objectivism isis traceable through the categories he employed to
explain mormon things and through the rhetoric he employed to justify those categoriescategonescategones he told burgess
that we desired to draw a picture ofmormon beliefs from an objejobjeobjectivectiveactive point ofviewofvieyofview and concluded that
letter by insisting upon the objectivity ofourolourof our interpretation morgan to burgess I11 july 1942 on early
mormomsmmormonism 3540 in a letter to fawn brodie morgan described the need for an objective study of
the danitescanites morgan to brodie 10 september 1943 on early mormonism 47 he portrayed the mo-
tivationti for his own inquiry into mormon things as a challenge to try to tread objectively between
warring points of viewview to get at the facts uncover them for facts and see what the facts have to say to a
reasonable intelligence morgan to brooks 23 may 1946 on early mormomsmmormonism 121211 he described
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the only historically valid methodology as marshalling the facts and seeing what they add up
to morgan to devoto 20 december 1945 on early mormonism 95 appeals to a historbistorhistoricalical
objectivist objectivity and facts can be found on pages 100loo100113113 145 149 151 161 162 164

properly critical and scientifically objective 175 and 184 see also his memo from dale
morgan 1 brodie papers NISMS 360 bxax 7 fid 1

morgan expressed something of his histoncisthistoricisthistorichistoricismhistoncistist inclinations when insisting that joseph in a
major degree isis best interpreted as an astonishing reflection oftheodtheofthe jacksonianJack soman upsurge of the common man
he was perfectly the expression of the zeitgeist morgan to brodie 28 august 1944 on early mor-

monism 68 he told devoto every man isis the product of total environment acting upon the biological
organism and went on to elaborate his jacksonianJacksoman thesis morgan to devoto 2 january 1946 on early
mormonism 109 110 11 on early mormonism omits the date of this letter and incorrectly at-
tributes the letter as being addressed to fawn brodie on the page headings see also morgan to
devoto 20 december 1945 on early mormonism 92

20morgan20morgan to brooks 15 december 1945 on early mormonism 88 89
21morgan21 morgan to brooks 15 december 1945 on early mormonism 89 see also morgan to devoto

20 december 1945 on early mormonism 96 1I1 find it a good deal more reasonable to conjecture that
joseph had an opened bible with him on the other side ofhisochisofhis curtain and that idea seems to me to enforce

a conception that consciousconscious deception entered into the writing oftheodtheof the book of mormonofmormon compare marvin
hills ideas on a middle ground min secular or sectarian historyhistory99 A critique of no man knows my
history church history 43 march 1974 96 and also inin brodie revisited A reappraisal dialogue
7 winter 1972 72 85 recasting the prophetfraudprophet fraud dichotomy louis midgley suggests that joseph
smiths prophetic claims are such that they present the believer and unbeliever alike with either a prophet
or not proprophethetn alternative the challenge of historical consciousness 519

aton2ton2 on early mormonism contains a versionversion of morgans rough draft chapter on the book of
mormon 30919309 19 unfortunately on early mormonism does not include morgans important letter
fragments indicating at least some of the reasons he could not finish his book the cormonsmormons morgan
thought he could produce the definitive history of the church as early as april 1942 he lived almost
thirty more years and worked on his project for some seventeen years before abandoning it morgan to
brooks 12 april 1942 on early mormonism 26 morgan to brodie 28 january 1946194622 brodie papers
MS 360 bxax 7 fid 7

23morgan23 morgan on early mormonism 278 331010
24morgan24morgan to madeline reeder mcquown madeline reeder mcquown collection MS 143 bxax

2 fid 11 special collections department university of utah library salt lake city
15morgan15morgan on early mormonism 311 312 313 318
226leoleo strauss identifies a dogmatic atheism in sociological or psychological theories regard-

ing religion this atheism presents itself as merely methodological or hypothetical and is hence
uncritical and unreflective liberalism ancient and modern new york basic books 1968 218

27fawnfawn brodie to jerome stoffel 3 november 1967 2 brodie papers MS 360 bxax 9 fid 3

28fawn28 fawn mckay brodie an oral history interview dialogue 14 summer 1981 106 the
dialogue interview isis condensed from a much longer oral history see biography of fawn mckay
brodie 0 H 1523 interviewed by shirley E stephenson 30 november 1975 typescript 1 52
fullerton oral history program california state university fullerton calif the dialogue version oftheodtheof the
interview isis garbled inin at least one place

29fawnfawn brodie harvard encyclopedia of ofamericanamerican ethnic groups the mormonscormons comments
on the manuscript 3 brodie papers MS 360 bxax 68 fid 13 this isis not an entirely uncommon opinion
see for example melvinmelvlnmeivin T smith faithful history hazards and limitations journal ofmormonof mormon
history 9 1982 68 and faithful historysecularHistory Secular faith dialogue 16 winter 1983 69

30oralorai30 oral history dialogue 109 morgan to brodie 7 january 1946 on early mormonism 118
3 113rodie113rodiebrodiebrodlerodle no man knows my history 67
32brodie32brodlebrodie no man knows my history 69
33brodie33brodlebrodie no man knows my history 46 italics added compare on early mormonism

310 19
34brodie34brodiebrodle no man knows my history 47
3513brodlebrodierodierodle no man knows my history 58 59 60 62 63 69697070
3613grodiebrodierodierodle no man knows my history 413 416417 415
3713rodie371337rodiebrodierodle no man knows my history 417 2211
38toto begin to explore the frontiers of such speculation see brodies notes of various meetings

of the los angeles interdisciplinary psychoanalytic group original notes first J S meetings &
greenacre joseph smith first meeting inin brodie papers NISMS 360 bxax 8 fidf1dfad 2 and a short piece
the impostor inm brodie papers MS 360 bxax 8 fid 1 for instance in his operation as a child he was

saved by amputation castration by his mother and godsgodt the angel showed joseph smith a sword the
phallus a breastplate and two stones the mother and the golden plates anal element

39robert flanders some reflections on the new mormon history 35
40arrington40Arrington and bitton mormonscormons and their historians 111
41marvin41 Marvin S hill brodie revisited A reappraisal dialogue 7 winter 1972 72 85 and

secular or sectarian historyhistory99 78 96 hill deals with some aspect of brodies work min the following
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books and essays the historiography ofmormonism church history 28 december 19594194201959 419420
joseph smith and the 1826 trial new evidence and new difficulties BYU studies 12 winter 1972

223232 review of richardofrichard L andersonsandersensAndersenssons joseph smiths new england heritage inin the new england
quarterly 46 march 1973 157 the prophet puzzle assembled or how to treat our historical
diplopia toward joseph smith journal ofmormonof mormon history 3 1976 10101loi1 marvinmarsin S hill C keith
rooker and larry T wimmer the kirtland economy revisited A market critique ofsectarianof sectarian eco-
nomics provo brigham young university press 1977316245969 Aanoteonjosephsmithsfirstnote on joseph smiths first
vision and its import inin the shaping of early mormonism dialogue 12 spring 1979 90 cultural
crisis inin the monnonmormon kingdom A reconsideration of the causes of kirtland dissent church history
49 september 1980 286 the rise of mormonism inm the burned over district another view new
york history 61 october 1980 411 the first vision controversy A critique and reconciliation
dialogue 15 summer 1982 31 money digging folklore and the beginnings of mormonism an
interpretative suggestion BYU studies 242.424 fall 1984 483 the new mormon history reassessed inin
light of recent books on joseph smith and mormon origins dialogue 21 autumn 1988 116 and
questforquestporfor refuge the mormon flightfromFlight from american pluralism saitsaltsaltlakelake city signature 1989424

42hillhill brodie revisited 7473
43seesee hill secular or sectarian history 7 88 89 96 brodie revisited 72727878 and histo-

riographyrio of mormonism 420
44seesee for example klaus J hansen mormonism andtheamericanandanythe american experience 10 27248 and

jan shipps mormonism 1 65 on the fringe of such explanations george D smiths joseph smith and
the book of mormon free inquiry 4 winter 1983 21 3311 represents an updating and radicalizingradicalizing of
brodies viewsviews though without her stylistic flourish

45hillhill brodie revisited 73737272
46seesee for example the first vision controversy 31311444 where brodies and wesley

saltersswalterssWal terss viewsviews of the first vision are criticized compare A note on joseph smiths first vision 96
97 see also joseph smith and the 1826 trial 223 33 and hill rooker and wimmer the kirtland
economy revisited

47hillhill brodie revisited 72 hill does not indicate why such questions are beyond the limits
of historical inquiry

48hillhill secular or orsectariansectarian history 7 9680 others have given this middle ground approach
the label historicismhistoncism see hansen jan shipps 1441444545 and alexander substantial important and
brilliant 186

marvin S hill reviewreview of the mormon experience A history of the latter day saints by
leonardj arrington and davis bitton american historicalreviewHistorical Review 84 december 197914881979 1488 richard
bushman 125 26 and A note on joseph smiths first vision 94 see also secular or sectarian
historyhistory77 86 87 where hill reports brodies viewsviews on the ethan smith theory of the origin of the book
of mormon but does not dispute her claims hill also skirts the issueissue of the origin of the book of mormon
inin questquestforporfortor refuge reporting the so called spaulding theory and brodies environmental theory he
writes although brodie has had her critics her versionversion oftheodtheofthe origin oftheodtheofthe book ofmormonofmormon has remained
the most widely accepted one inin non mormon scholarly circles during the past fornyfortyfonny four years
significantly the next paragraph begins whatever the origins of the book of mormon leaving the
reader to decide for himself joseph smiths own account isis nowhere reported questjorquest forjor refuge 24
comparerichardcompare richard L bushman joseph smith 128 39 where many of brodies assertions about the

sources of the book of mormon are disputed
50hillhill questquestforporfor refuge 2020212 1

5 hill questforquest porfor refuge 21212222
hlllhill secular and sectarian history 8811 the rise of mormonism 411 1313417420417 420 and

the prophet puzzle assembled 102 04 for other arguments emphasizing stress see thomas G
alexander wilford woodruff and the changing nature of mormon religious experience church
history 45 march 1976 57 67 leonard J arringtonarlington and davis bitton the mormon experience A

history of the latter day saints new york alfred A knopf 1979 18 19 gordon S wood evan-
gelical america and early mormonism new york history 61 october 1980 361 379 jan shipps
mormonism 42ff and hansen mormonism and the american experience 1 3

5z42ffellihill11 secular or sectarian history 7 92 see also brodie revisited 81 84
54 hill secular or sectarian history 7 81819393
55hillhill secular or sectarian history 7 92 hill cites a portion of josephs 1832 history as anan

example smith said inin his unpublished history that when the angel first came to him to tell him of the
plates he thought it was a dream but later changed his mind it seems more likely from the history itself
however that joseph was not referring to the visionvision of the night before but to the three unsuccessful
attempts to take the plates josephs words read as follows he appeared unto me three times inin one
night and once on the next day and then I1 immediately went to the place and found where the plates
was deposited as the angel of the lord had commanded me and straightway made three attempts to
get them and then being excedmglyexcedinglyexceedingly frightened I1 supposed it had been a dreembreem of vision but when
iconsidred I1 knew it was notdeannordeannot Dean C jessee ed and comp the personal writings of josephofjoseph smith
salt lake city deseret book 1984 7 compare history ofjosephof joseph smith by his mother lucy

mack smith salt lake city bookcraft 1958 83 84
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56hillhill brodie revisited 80
5711ill5711hillilliii brodie revisited 72 and secular or sectarian historyhistory77 80 compare arrington and

bitton thethemormonmormon experience 5 and jan shipps mormonism xixi anxnxii and 39 this experiential process
legitimized the prophets centrality to the enterprise which means that asfaras fartar as history isis concerned the
question of whether smith was a prophet or fraud is not particularly important italics inin original
lawrence foster takes a somewhat different tack suggesting that the development of a comprehensive
naturalistic explanation of the book of mormon could go beyond the conventional mormon viewview that
it isis a literal history translated by joseph S smithnuth or the conventional antiantl mormonviewview that it isis a conscious
fraud foster suggests that the book ofmormonofmormon isis probably best understood at least inin panpart as a trance
related production joseph then becomes an unusually gifted trance figure perhaps one of the most
gifted figures inin the history of religion foster insists given the avaavailableliable evidence that the book of
mormon should properly be viewed as a work of inspiration or revelation rather than as a literal
translation or history inin any sense from a mormon perspective he claims the book could then be
described as divinely inspired from a non mormon viewpointview point it could be seen as an unusually
sophisticated product ofunconsciousof unconscious and little known mental processes the advantage ofremovingof removing the
question ofwhether the book of mormon isis literal translation or history isis that it shifts attention from
the unrewardingtheunrewarding and ultimately irrelevant question ofofwhetheranywhether any golden plates ever existed or whether
the book ofmormonofmormon was a literal history to the far more important and fascinating question oftheodtheof the content
and meaning ofthisorthisof this most extraordinary religious document religion andandsexualitysexuality 294296 97 foster
does not indicate what consequences if any his reinterpretation may have upon the community of faith
or even if that community can survivesurvive such a shift

58hillhill brodie revisited 72
59hillhill new mormon history 125
60alexander60alexander toward the new mormon history 360
6 arrington and bitton mormonscormons and their historians 129 131311
62yosefhayirnyosefhayimYosef Hayim yerushalmi zakhorbakhorzakhorjewishjewish history andjewishaniand jewish memory seattle university of

washington press 1982 86
63yerushalmi63 yerushalmi zakhorbakhor 10 11

64yosefhayimyosef hayim yerushalmi bakhorzakhor jewish history andjewishand jewish memory new york schocken
books 1989 xvixvi

65yerushalmi65 yerushalmi zakhorbakhor 1982 edition 81 93
66according66according to martin heidegger all the scientific disciplines are dominated bybypositivismpositivism the

tendency toward thethepositivepositive where positive is understood inin terms ofoffactsfacts and facts are understood in
terms of a particular interpretation of reality facts are facts only if they can be enumerated weighed
measured and experimentally determineddeterrained in history facts are those movements and events which are in
the first instance accessible inin the sourceshistorysouiceshistorysources History oftheodtheof the concept oftimeoptimeoftime prolegomena trans theodore
kisiel boob00bloommgtonngtonagton indiana university press 1985 15 italics inin original

61yerushalmi61yerushalmi zakhorbakhor 1982 edition 11

68seesee martin E marty two integritiesintegnties an address to the crisis inin mormon historiography
journal ofmormonof Mormon history 10 1983 111211 12


